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I expand the traditional codes of documentary 
filmmaking, rather employing them as vehicles for 
a critique of ethnographic codings and realistic 
impulses in documentary practice. My practice 
explores the possibilities laying dormant between 
ethnographic research, academic writing and 
artistic practice. 

I am interested in the intersection between 
materiality, landscape and identity seen through 
the lenses of cultural geography, postcolonial 
and critical theory. Often, my artistic practice sits 
at the crossroads between cultural anthropology, 
documentary filmmaking, and community 
collaboration.
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AfTER ThE fOREST



After the Forest
Feature Documentary 
Color, Stereo 
HD
100 mins.
2020.



A quiet revolution is taking place in the 
P’urhépecha forest of Michoacan in 
Mexico. The 2011 P’urhépecha uprising 
in Cherán battled against illegal logging, 
narco-cartels, and various forms of 
extraction. Cherán is the first autonomous 
Indigenous community with a system 
of governance built on P’urhépecha 
traditions, officially recognized by the state 
authorities. The Indigenous P’urhépecha 
are ancestral victims of state power and 
colonial forms of governance woven 
with violent disparities of race, class and 
geography.

This ethnographic study weaves in various 
geographies and rural environments, 
from campesinos and local activists to 
Indigenous local militia. Lingering between 
cinema vérité and ethnography, this 
documentary emphasizes rural space 
and the forest as sets of relationships, 
distributing in the landscape in ways we 
may not always see.



pORTRAIT Of A NATION



Portrait of a Nation
Video Installation 
B&W, Stereo 
SD surveillance footage
22 mins.
2019.



José María Velasco remains as the most 
important painter who made Mexican 
geography a symbol of national identity 
through his landscape paintings. The 
premise in Velasco’s 19th century pastoral 
painting is a narrative of magnificence and 
opulence, highlighting the splendors of the 
imperial court and ethnic harmony in the 
newly established colonial state, meanwhile 
concealing Indigenous genocide and 
colonial violence. 

The video installation ‘portrait of a nation’ 
examines José María Velasco’s pastoral 
landscapes as instruments of surveillance 
and colonial violence. By rephotographing 
Velasco’s landscape paintings with a 
surveillance camera and re-staging them 
with the collaboration of the Indigenous 
Purhépecha of Central Mexico, the 
installation produces depictions of 
landscape inaccessible to ordinary gaze, 
situating video recording and landscape 
painting as technologies of violence. This 
video piece addresses the complexities of 
the political geography of race in Mexico, 
rendering landscape painting and video 
technologies as surveillance assemblages.



TIME IS OuT   
Of jOINT



Time is out of Joint
Short Documentary  
Color, Stereo 
HD
25 mins.
2018.



Narco-capitalism has significantly modified 
the rural and urban environments of 
contemporary Mexico. More than 40,000 
acres of Indigenous forest in Michoacán, 
mx., have been appropriated by narco 
industries, turning it into a a composite site 
of hidden dynamics, cartel-drug crimes 
and state-sponsored violence, leaving no 
apparent material residue, however, still 
affecting the production of landscape. 
Landscapes of extermination have the 
ability to conceal realities of inequality and 
violence, normalizing a politically complex 
reality.

Blending performance with observational 
approaches and ethnography, this 
documentary provides a glimpse into 
Indigenous rural Mexico at the intersection 
between ecocide, narco labour and 
enforced disappearance.



ANNA O  
ANd ThE CASE 
Of dISplACEd MEMORY



Anna O and the Case of Displaced 
Memory
Video Installation 
Color, Stereo 
16mm to 4k
14 mins.
2017.



Marie-Josèphe Angélique is the name of 
a Black slave in New France (Montreal, 
Canada,1734), who was tortured, hanged 
and burned down to ashes. She was 
convicted with arson, burning down much 
of what is now known as Old Montreal. 
There is no consensus regarding her 
innocence neither about the motivations 
behind the fire. The conflicting 
interpretations of Marie-Angélique’s case 
seem to rather reflect internalized notions 
on class, gender and race.

My video piece uses the case of the 
hanging of Marie-Angélique as an 
investigation of postcolonial politics of 
memory, examining the dynamics of the 
Black experience as a hybrid negotiation 
between displaced collective memory and 
racialized political history. I’m seeking for 
emergent metaphors of identity, gender 
and race to emerge by re-formulating the 
archive as a site of active engagement.



MTl NORd



MTL Nord
Video Installation
1 video, silent, B&W. 1 text panel
SD Surveillance footage
35 mins. 
2016.



The killing of Freddy Villanueva not only 
stirred up years of social exclusion and 
discontent, but also brought visibility to 
current tactics of police surveillance, 
institutional power asymmetries and racial 
profiling. I documented the Montreal 
Nord grassroots movement and their 
sites of resistance with a surveillance 
camera in order to multiplicate the 
sites of surveillance, and to rupture 
the unidirectional nature of the gaze, 
transforming surveillance into a dynamic 
relationship, undermining the distinction 
between watchers and watched.

 I used counter video surveillance as a 
tool of reflection, exploring relationships 
of identity, site, history, and memory, 
seeking to challenge institutional power 
asymmetries in documentary practices at 
the intersection of site-specific issues of 
social justice and political oppression. 



SAlIx TREE



Salix Tree
Short Documentary 
B&W, Stereo
Super8mm to 2k
10mins.
2015.



‘

Salix Tree’ is the documentation of 
a displaced domestic space, a self- 
ethnographic document meant to be 
experienced as a passage between 
languages, a concentration of voices 
whose identity remains opaque. Some of 
these voices materialize into complete 
translation, while others provide a 
departure from national identity and its 
dominant linguistic form. Is the narrator 
who is telling the story identical with the 
narrator about whom the story is being 
told?. Whatever second language we 
are communicating with, no matter how 
much we master it, we never quite own it. 
Language is a masquerade as much as a 
product of domestication and control.

This home movie is not only a place for 
the transmission of personal history and 
documentation of kinship affiliations, but is 
also a place for self-ethnographic practice, 
colliding family representation with avant-
garde pursuits.



CRISIS



Crisis
Video Installation
10 B&W photographs, 2 texts panels, 
1 SD video, silent, 
2014.



These photographs are my personal 
memorial to the 1994 Mexican economic 
crisis, aiming to broad the conversation 
about historical authorship and cultural 
property. Public memorials mainly reinforce 
certain ideas about a nation, however, 
memorials should also have the potential 
to disrupt fixed notions of nationalism and 
identity. Resistance to state narratives of 
commemoration opens the possibility for 
multilayered memorials.

Situating the landscape as a snapshot from 
the past, facilitates a critical conversation 
over the dense and multilayered nature 
of memorials. Is it possible the co-
existence of parallel narratives along with 
official historical discourses?. What is 
the importance of the dissemination of 
personal narratives,in contrast with the 
on-going construction of official history?. 
My photographic work reflects about these 
questions, opening the space to alternative 
rhetoric’s and rituals against forgetting.



pARC MONT-ROYAl



Parc Mont-Royal 
Video Installation
Color, B&W, Stereo
16mm to HD 
6 mins. 
2013.



‘Parc Mont-Royal’ evidentiates the 
relationship between the observer, the 
observed and the gaze, commenting 
on how the technology of cinema has 
modified not only our notions about the 
gaze, but also the gaze in itself. This video 
piece was born from a lack of conscious 
design. As Brecht says in his Chance 
Imagery, “Chance in the arts provides a 
means for escaping the biases engrained 
in our personality by our culture and 
personal past history, that is, it is a means 
of attaining greater generality”. I intended 
to be absent of intention as structuring 
principle.  A random and meaningless event 
at Mont-Royal Park got me thinking about 
how perception and cinema apparatus 
folds around the present moment through 
the gaze. ‘Parc Mont-Royal’ is not going to 
be ever finished. It needs the interpretation 
of the observer. 



 
TuRCOT



Turcot
Video Installation
Boxes, 1 text panel, 4 video channels 
HD, SD, Stereo
24 mins. 
2012.



This documentary addresses the failure 
and impending transformation of an 
icon of Montreal’s modernization, the 
Turcot highway interchange. ‘Turcot’ 
investigates the ways in which the 
discourse of modernist urban design 
has had a profound effect on the local 
community. In a contemporary reading 
of the transformations at play, ‘Turcot’ 
paints a complex picture of the social and 
human landscape around this controversial 
infrastructure project.

The installation gives voice to a local 
resident who will be affected and 
ultimately displaced by the forthcoming 
reconstruction of the interchange. By 
offering the camera to Pierre Zoville, one 
of many citizens living in the area, this 
installation demonstrates the intricacies of 
policies and political processes in the area 
surrounding Turcot. The interchange has 
become an incendiary topic, with different 
stakeholders taking divergent, non-
negotiable positions.


